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The quickest & easiest way
to create expense reports
Manufacturing: Globally distribute your products and empower
employees to focus on the business instead of paperwork.
ABUKAI provides a great way to keep track of expenses incurred by manufacturing
companies. ABUKAI Expenses is easy to use for staff globally regardless of where
business might take them - whether meeting with prospects or clients, or supporting
an important product delivery or implementation project. ABUKAI eliminates all
the cumbersome work associated with expense reports including typing data from
receipts, converting foreign currency expenses, and categorizing the expenses.
Employees spend less time completing expense reports which allows them to better
focus on the core business such as closing prospects, supporting client projects, and
ensuring the right products get developed and manufactured. Less paperwork can
also mean better margins for the business. How ABUKAI works:
Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt or email in receipts.
Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.
Users will receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, date, vendor,
amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 steps! ABUKAI can also
configure approval flows for corporate customers and support direct integration with
ERP systems or manufacturing specific backend systems. ABUKAI also supports the
automatic reconciliation of credit card expenses if required.
Instead of having to manually enter each expense entry, with ABUKAI Expenses, users
only need to take a picture of the receipt anywhere business takes them. ABUKAI’s
custom corporate accounts can be tailored to fit manufacturing companies needs and
structure accounts to also support those companies where not everyone is a frequent
traveler and the company still wants everyone to have access to ABUKAI when needed.
ABUKAI also offers capabilities to scan supplier invoices and more effectively manage
suppliers through either ABUKAI Expenses or its separate ABUKAI Invoices suite.
Case Example: FireBug, with offices in South Africa, the United Kingdom and the
United Arab Emirates, manufactures and supplies to Fire
& Rescue Services and Original Equipment Manufacturers
with high quality, water mist fire fighting equipment
and cutting-edge technology. FireBug specialises in
harnessing the power and simplicity of water mist in the
extinguishing of all fires, including class B and class F fires. The team works with an elite
number of customers to distribute their technologies through the United Kingdom,
the Middle East, Europe and Africa.
“We are extremely happy with the ease of use, and time saving
implications.
ABUKAI helps the FireBug employees to file their expenses in an easy way by
just taking a picture of the receipts, even the handwritten receipts will be
recognized which is a real bonus for those of us travelling in multiple
countries.”
Louise Bennett, General Manager
FireBug Group
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